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Editor's Note
By Jennifer Kamke Black

My thanks to all contributors.  If you find that you have 
information to share with the membership that would be appro-
priate for the newsletter, please feel free to contact me at N4212 
Townline Rd., Shawano, WI, 54166.  Or, phone me at 715-524-
4180 (home), 715-526-2175 x4032 (work).  My email address is 
kamkeblj@sgsd.k12.wi.us.  Topics or features we would like to 
promote in the upcoming newsletters include (and are not lim-
ited to) trainers' column, medical column, book/software re-
views, student column (results of thesis, highlighted accomplish-
ment), "post-retirement" articles, and "kudos" articles.  If you 
have any ideas for these topics, or an idea for another topic, 
please contact me at your earliest convenience.

President:
Laura McCormick
3135 North Oakdale Lane
Appleton, WI 54914
H (920) 738-9514
W (920) 982-8538
lmccormi@newlondon.k12.wi.us

President-Elect :
Rob Dixon
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Onalaska, WI 54650
H (608) 783-6136
W (608) 785-6893
dixon.robe@uwlax.edu

Past President:
Milt Dehn
N253 Johnson Rd
Stoddard, WI 54658
H (608) 787-5636
W (608) 787-5636
mdehn@msn.com

Secretary:
Dani Scott
930 22nd St.
Reedsburg, WI 53959
H (608) 524-8701
W (608) 464-3165 ext. 122
scotdan@wc.k12.wi.us

Treasurer:
Don Juve
533 20th Ave. South
Onalaska, WI  54650
H (608) 783-0379
W (608) 789-7900
djuve@sdlax.k12.wi.us

For information on contacting committee chairpersons, 
check the WSPA website at www.wspaweb.org.

Annual membership dues are $60 for full membership, 
$30 for leave, $30 for associate, and $20 for student  member-
ship.  The opinions and products, including advertising, class/
workshop notices, and job announcements, appearing in this 
newsletter do not necessarily indicate official sanction, promo-
tion, or endorsement on the part of the newsletter or the Wiscon-
sin School Psychologists Association, Inc.  Articles, announce-
ments, and letters should be submitted to the Editor, Jennifer 
Kamke Black, N4212 Townline Rd., Shawano, WI  54166, 715-
524-4180 (home), 715-526-2175 x4032 (work), e-mail: kam-
keblj@sgsd.k12.wi.us.  REMINDER: regional chapters may 
receive a stipend of $75/year for submitting an article about their 
region to the newsletter. 

Deadlines for receipt of material by the editor:  

#1--August 15 #2--November 15
    #3--January 30      #4--April 15
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President’s Message
By Laura McCormick

It is an exciting time to be a school 
psychologist!

The revisions to IDEA, particularly 
those related to Response to Intervention, 
are likely to result in some level of change 
in how schools determine student needs and develop inter-
ventions.  In some districts, where prevention and interven-

tion models are already utilized, 
the changes will be minimal.  
However, in some schools, the 
implementation of RTI may re-
quire a more radical change.  
School psychologists need to be 
prepared for these changes.  The 
good news is that most of us are 
already trained in and have ex-
perience with the skills needed to 

develop and implement a Response to Intervention model.  
Many of us already serve on some type of consultation team 
to address the needs of specific children in our schools.  In 
addition, we work in consultation with parents, teachers, and 
administrators to determine appropriate interventions for 
children, both in regular and special education.  We are well 
trained in assessment, data collection, data analysis and re-
search methodology, and many of us have training and ex-
perience in program development, which are all key compo-
nents of IDEA 2004.    Equipped with these skills, I believe 
that school psychologists have the opportunity to take a lead-
ership role in assisting their schools and districts in develop-
ing and implementing IDEA 2004.

It is an exciting time to be part of the WSPA Board!

Although many school psychologists possess the 
skills to assist in implementation of IDEA revisions and are 
prepared to take a leadership role, others may need addi-
tional training or updating.  WSPA has been preparing for 
this possibility and is committed to supporting WSPA mem-
bers through dissemination of information and continuing 
professional development and training.  WSPA continues to 
reevaluate and respond to the needs of our membership.  

I have just returned from a WSPA Board work day 

where we discussed how to best support 
members in their new roles and responsi-
bilities.  We reviewed WSPA surveys and 
considered needs identified by WSPA 
members.  In addition to training in IDEA 
2004 and RTI, members have asked for 

more information and training in the areas of mental health, 
problem-solving teams, curriculum-based assessment, cur-
riculum-based measurement, progress monitoring, treatment 
integrity, and early intervening services.  We have developed 
a long-range plan to ensure that these topics will be covered 
at future WSPA conventions and through the Summer Insti-
tutes held in June.  We are also looking to provide additional 
support through our regional chapters.

In addition, WSPA has worked with other stake-
holders to ensure that school psychologists are viewed as key 
participants in the implementation of IDEA 2004.  Kay Alt-
feather continues to represent us on a DPI workgroup focus-
ing on the implementation of IDEA 2004 in Wisconsin and 
to provide us with updates.  An ad hoc committee of the 
WSPA board is in the process of finalizing their work on 
position statements on RTI and on changes to SLD criteria, 
which are scheduled to be completed some time this spring.  
Look for these position state-
ments to be released some time 
this spring at www.wspaweb.org.    

It is, indeed, an exciting 
time to be a WSPA board mem-
ber.  It is a rewarding to know 
that through the work of the 
board you are impacting the pro-
fession of school psychology and, 
in turn, having a positive impact 
on children.  I would encourage anybody who is interested in 
working with other dedicated professionals to promote the 
profession of school psychology to join a WSPA committee 
and get involved.  Whether you have an hour per year, an 
hour per month, or an hour per day to contribute, please step 
forward and participate in the improvement of the profes-
sion.  If you are interested, look for committee sign-up sheets 
at the next convention or contact any WSPA board member.



Upcoming Events

Announcement

THE NEW "GOWSPA2" LISTSERVE IS UP AND 
RUNNING!

To join, please send an email to GOWSPA2-
subscribe@Yahoogroups.com. *please note the name 
change*

Before you join please update your Yahoo account 
profile to include your first and last name. GOWSPA2 is a 
professional forum, using our names rather than email ad-
dresses alone will help support this professional environ-
ment. Profiles which include names will also help to insure 
the group stays updated with current members only.

When you send an email to GOWSPA2-
subscribe@Yahoogroups.com, you will receive an applica-
tion email to which you must reply. Be sure to include your 

name in the "comment from user" section of that application 
email before you return it.  I may not be able to recognize 
you from your email alone.

GOWSPA2 is a restricted group. This means that 
membership in WSPA must be verified before being granted 
access to the group. WSPA has more than 520 members, so 
please be patient if it takes a few days for your membership 
to be confirmed. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions you 
might have about this process. 

Thank you, 

Carl Graf, Webmaster/Moderator (CC2_NN4@core.com)
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Since we began using online registration for our 
2006 Spring Convention, I have received several questions 
regarding online shopping.  The greatest concern was having 
a credit card number stolen while making a purchase online.

The chance that a hacker is monitoring your com-
puter at the precise fraction of a second it takes for an online 
transaction to occur is slim to none.  In fact, there are no 
documented instances of credit card numbers being stolen 
while actual card data was being “transmitted” online.

In the past year however, hackers did manage to 
steal the account information of Citibank customers by 
breaking into the company’s computer servers.  Technically, 
this is no different from someone breaking into your doctor’s 
office and stealing your medical records file from a 
file cabinet; however this crime used a com-
puter rather than a crowbar.  Despite the fear 
that Citibank’s breach of security may have 
caused, it is still more likely that someone 
will obtain your credit card number by 
stealing your purse or wallet, or by 
“dumpster diving” behind your local 
mall and pulling your card number 
from a copy of your cash register re-
ceipt.

Just as we use caution walk-
ing to our car from the mall after dark, 
a few “cyber smarts” can make online 
shopping just as safe and enjoyable as a 
trip to the mall.  The following are a few 
guidelines to use when shopping online.

1. Purchase only from well-known 
and reputable online merchants.  Sears, Pen-
ney’s, Barnes and Noble are a few examples.  
You are taking a chance if you shop a website 
called “www.UncleCarlsOnlineEmporium.com”.  
Put simply, if you have to ask yourself if the web-
site is safe, you probably should fine a different web-
site.

2. Always make sure the site you are buying from is 
secured. You can tell this by the small lock in the lower right 
or left hand corner of your browser if you use Netscape 
Navigator, or by reading the security information pop-up 
screen that appears if you use Internet Explorer.  Secure sites 
encrypt your personal information.  This makes your data 
virtually useless to anyone not knowing your ID and pass-
word.

3. Always use a credit card when making online pur-
chases.  Do not use a debit card or direct withdrawals from 
your checking or savings account.  Bank accounts do not 
offer the fraud protection that credit cards do.  This is espe-
cially true when buying from individuals as you do on Ebay.

4. Get a separate credit card to use for shopping online 
and keep the credit limit at $500.00 or less.  If you notice a 
charge you did not make and report it within 30-60 days you 
are legally only responsible for $50.00 of the fraudulent 
charge.  Most major credit card companies will waive the 
$50.00 minimum if you report it within the billing cycle.

5. Chose not to allow the company to store your per-
sonal and credit card information on their server.  Almost 
100% of major online merchants will give you this option 
during checkout.

6. Change passwords often.  If you can find it in a 
dictionary, do not use it as a password.  Hackers use special-

ized computer programs that actually try every word 
(and variations of words) that can be found in a dic-

tionary in an effort to find passwords.
Passwords should contain a combina-

tion of numbers, letters, and other symbols if 
allowed.  Think like a hacker when you pick 

your password and avoid the obvious.  
Some top favorites of hackers include 
names of pets, kids’ names, birthdates, or 
items found in an office or on a desk.  
Never write your password on a post-it 
note and stick it to your monitor.  Do 
not laugh; you would be surprised at 
how many school district officials 
actually do this.

If your password protects 
financial information, change it at 
least every 3 months.  It is also not a 
good idea to use the same password for 
all your accounts.  That would be like 

giving someone a key to your life, 
should he or she discover your password.

A recent survey found that the 
word used most often as a password in 

school districts was “password,” followed by 
“administration” and “pencil.”  Can you guess the 

most commonly selected password used by WSPA members 
to protect their access to the Member’s only section of our 
website?  If you can guess, so can a hacker.  True, the mem-
bers’ only section does not contain personal financial infor-
mation about our members, but good management of all your 
passwords is a wise habit to develop.

I hope that one or more of these suggestions will be 
of good use to you.  Shopping online can be as safe as a trip 
to the mall if you use a little common sense and can be less 
expensive than a trip to the mall if you shop wisely.

Carl Graf
WSPA Webmaster

Notice about Online Shopping
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Bits o’ Information

Trainers Corner
By Betty DeBoer , University of Wisconsin—La Crosse 

I have been the Chair of the one-person Profes-
sional Preparation and Training Committee for 8 years and I 
have enjoyed every minute of it.  I am now running for the 
secretary position of WSPA.  If I happen to not lose to a 
write-in candidate, this would mean that I would take on a 
new leadership position on the WSPA Board and open up the 
current Professional Preparation and Training position, com-
monly known as the “Trainers Representative” to one of you.  
This column is meant to inspire some of you to volunteer for 
this position.  If more than one person volunteers, then we 
can have an election among trainers for the position.  This is 
an excellent way to network with other professionals across 
the state, hear concerns and ideas from school psychologists 
who work daily with children, and provide service to your 
state organization.

Here is the WSPA Board description for the role:
Professional Preparation and Training Committee:  This 
committee shall be responsible for reviewing, studying, and 
making proposals regarding the policy of this Association 
concerning the standards, procedures, evaluation and profes-
sional training of those delivering psychological services to 

the birth to age 21 population.
There is some flexibility in this role.  You are, how-

ever, required to try to participate in all 4 WSPA board meet-
ings every year.  Two of those meetings are on the Wednes-
day night before the WSPA conferences, one is typically 
during January in Madison, and the June Long-Range Plan-
ning Meeting is a two-day retreat. You are basically the 
voice of trainers at the WSPA Board meetings.  As the chair 
of this committee, you would plan Trainers Meetings to meet 
the goals of the Professional Preparation and Training Com-
mittee and to build partnerships among the programs. You 
communicate information between the WSPA Board and the 
trainers and you help recruit and work with the Student Rep-
resentatives.  As the chair, I plan all the student sessions and 
am involved with the PhD awards; however these pieces do 
not necessarily have to stay with the position.

Please let me know at your earliest convenience if 
you are considering this position.  You would officially start 
at the June Long Range Planning Meeting.  You can contact 
me at deboer.bett@uwlax.edu or 608-785-6891.

This section includes various “bits o’ information” 
from different sources, including the WSPAalert listserv, 
NASP leadership listserv, groups with which WSPA has 
affiliated, etc.

The National Alliance for Secondary Education and 
Transition web site is now operational.  The URL is 

www.nasetalliance.org .  Along with 
the national standards and quality 
indicators, users will find support-

ing evidence and research for 
the standards and indicators, 
the Self-Assessment Tool, and 
the Priority-Setting Tool. We 

have also included links to each 
of the NASET organizations and 

invite you to add a link to the 

NASET Web site on your web sites as well. Please take a 
look and tell us what you think—we will use your to feed-
back to fine tune the site.  Donna Johnson, Senior Research 
Fellow, National Center on Secondary Education and Transi-
tion johns042@umn.edu

From the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), 
part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH): The NIDA 
Goes Back to School campaign is a source for FREE sci-
ence-based publications and teaching materials for grades K-
12. The materials emphasize the consequences of drug abuse 
on the brain and the body, and aim to in-
crease scientific literacy. Please visit 
www.BacktoSchool.drugabuse.gov to 
order your FREE publications for grade 
K-12.
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Legislative Report—Advocacy Update
By Judy Martin, Legislative Chairperson

An Interview with Dr. Jon Carlson
By Jenna Schieffer, Ed.S., NCSP

It’s difficult to interview an es-
teemed psychologist as established and ac-
complished as Dr. Jon Carlson and then at-
tempt to put it into an article. Will it be good 
enough? Will it do justice to Dr. Carlson’s 
long career, presently a Distinguished Pro-
fessor and Clinical Director of the Counsel-
ing Lab at Governors State University, foun-
der and lead practitioner of the Lake Geneva 
Wellness Center, and counselor/school psy-
chologist in Lake Geneva, first doctorate at 
age 25, first doctoral candidate at Adler 
School of Professional Psychology, author of 
some thirty-eight books (including Consult-
ing, Elementary School Guidance, American 
Shaman, The Client Who Changed Me, and 
forthcoming, Culturally Inclusive Empathy 
Skills), two programs, and over 200 audio or 
videotapes (including “Living Legends” featuring Dr. Carl-
son with Dr. Albert Ellis, William Glasser, John Krumboltz, 
and Patricia Arredondo, “Brief Therapy Inside Out,” “Time 
to Relax and Imagine,” “Family Therapy with the Experts” 
series, and “Psychotherapy with the Experts” series featuring 
such psychological innovators as Dr. Donald Meichenbaum, 
Insoo Kim Berg, Dr. Arnold Lazarus), author of over 140 
articles, and editor or guest editor for 15 different publica-
tions? The best I can offer is my own personal accolades and 
then recount much of the 50-minute phone interview.

I first met Dr. Carlson in 1999 as a client. He gave 

me the jump start to begin graduate school in 
school psychology by asking the simple ques-
tion, “Why wait a year to start graduate 
school? Why not just start this fall?” Im-
pressed by his tomes of published material and 
pleasant therapeutic demeanor, he has stayed 
alive in my thoughts, so I contacted him re-
cently to inquire of the possibility of an inter-
view. What follows is much of the meat and 
potatoes as well as the spirit of the interview. 

Background
Dr. Carlson received his first doctor-

ate in 1971, at the age of 25, an Ed.D. in Guid-
ance and Counseling from Wayne State Uni-
versity. He was offered a full ride to Detroit 
for his doctorate plus the opportunity to write 
a book. To quell his social justice protesting 

spirit, he was asked to teach full-time in the second year of 
his doctoral program. He went to Florida for two years serv-
ing as a Counselor/School Psychologist in an open school 
concept for children age two to high school in the mid-
1970’s. Then, after two years of practice in Hawaii, he 
planted himself in Lake Geneva and has been there with his 
family ever since. Presently, besides his professorship, pri-
vate practice, speaking engagements, and publications, he 
still works part-time as a Counselor/School Psychologist for 
Woods School, the oldest operating school founded in 1856, 
which is a K-8 school serving 130 students that feeds into 

Advocacy means telling others what 
you do and what you believe in.  Most of us do 
this on a regular basis as a natural part of our 
day.  We believe in kids and we work to get 
them the services and supports they need to be-
come productive citizens in our communities.  
Now is the time to take our advocacy beyond the 
work place.

Stacy  Sklaski, NASP Director of Pub-
lic Policy, laid out an effective three minute 
strategy for advocacy in the NASP Communique that is para-
phrased here.  Feel free to personalize it.  The plan involves 
getting on your cell phone to your elected officials and read-
ing the message. Phone number for Senator Kohl is 414-297-
4451 and for Senator Feingold is 608-828-1200.

“Hi, my name is____.  I would like to speak with 
(elected official’s name) pertaining to an educational issue of 
concern to me. I am a school psychologist in Wisconsin call-
ing to ask for your support for legislation that expands the 
availability of school based mental health providers in 
schools.  I work in my school to assist all students in their 

learning by working with them around their so-
cial, emotional, and behavioral issues so that 
they can participate in learning activities in their 
classrooms.  I would like your support in ex-
panding the availability of school psychologists 
through funding programs that make school psy-
chologists more accessible to all students and 
allow these professionals adequate time and re-
sources to provide a broad array of prevention, 
intervention, evaluation and consultations ser-

vices to teachers, students and families.  Thank you for your 
consideration of this matter.”

Many school psychologists are taking their beliefs 
outside the schools to their elected officials and we thank 
you.  There are many bills at the state and federal level that 
impact children’s mental and physical health and/or the ser-
vices that school psychologists provide.  Please make your-
self aware of the issues and bills through the various listservs 
available.  Comment on the bills in a respectful manner to 
law makers, colleagues and parents so that we can continue 
to have a positive impact on the lives of children.



Lake Geneva’s Badger High School. When asked about his 
service delivery model, he says, “I have been there a long 
time [26 years]… I follow a consultation model [that he 
penned in his book Consulting, published shortly after re-
ceiving his first doctorate and coming out in its fourth or 
fifth edition under the title Consultation]… I have [problem 
solving] meetings with parents and teachers. I do classroom 
presentations on character and value issues…” When asked 
how much testing he does, he replied, “I tested all new stu-
dents last year to practice my testing skills.” Clearly, there is 
not a large need for this.

One of his other roles is as a distinguished professor 
at Governor’s State University, first serving as a professor 
from 1971-1973 and then from 1989 onwards. Shortly after 
returning, he says, “the University asked me to develop a 
satellite program on my book Taking Time for Love… The 
satellite was the precursor to a salesman from a book com-
pany coming to me and asking ‘What can I do for you?’ I 
asked him to get a contract to make a video series on the 
schools of psychology. It took a few years to negotiate… It 
was a new move for a book company into a new area… Af-
ter working with the book company, I moved to APA and 
have created over 200 professional videos and DVDs that are 
being used in most universities to train counselors and 
therapists.”

Nineteen years after his first doctorate, he 
received his second, the first Psy.D. graduate at the 
Adler Institute in Chicago. Prior to that he com-
pleted the Certificate of Psychotherapy pro-
gram which qualified him to be a psychoanalyst. 
What is an Adlerian analyst? “It is a social psy-
chologist interested in how we fit into a social con-
text. Adler was one of the founders of modern psychol-
ogy, along with Freud and Jung. Whereas Freud saw only 
120 people in his entire lifetime, Adler worked with hun-
dreds of people on a stage in his talks… He was the ‘Dr. 
Phil’ of his time. He believed that people suffer from univer-
sal problems and engaged in spectator therapy… Most of the 
renowned psychotherapists of today can root back to Adle-
rian Psychotherapy. Ellis and others say Adler got them go-
ing…” 

Adlerian Analyst
The Chicago Adler School of Professional Psychol-

ogy describes Adler as such: 
Alfred Adler, a psychiatrist in turn-of-the-century 

Vienna, was a member of Freud's Vienna Circle until he and 
several other members of the group left because of irrecon-
cilable differences of opinion. After Adler broke from 
Freud's group, he labeled his theory Individual Psychology. 
While in English, individual means one or single, in Adler's 
native German, the word conveys a sense of an indivisible 
and undivided person. 

Adler was one of the first persons to provide family 
and group counseling and to use public education to teach 
psychological concepts to the general public as a way of im-
proving the human condition. He was interested in the hu-
man condition and emphasized the importance of nurturing 
feelings of belonging in everyone. Equality, civil rights, mu-
tual respect, and the advancement of democracy are values 

shared by Adler and his students. Social interest, a combina-
tion of a feeling of belonging and contribution to the welfare 
of humanity, is defined by Adler as an essential ingredient 
for mental health. His ideas are just now being validated by 
scientific research and are often referred to as "positive psy-
chology."

Dr. Glasser 
We start discussing medical doctor and psychiatrist 

Dr.  Bill Glasser’s (whom Dr. Carlson posits an “honorary 
Adlerian”) 1969 book Schools without Failure in which Dr. 
Glasser surmises there is no pathology, we just have behav-
ior. Dr. Carlson summarizes, “There is no serum, no neurol-
ogy attached to psychological diagnoses. Parkinson’s is the 
only one measurable. No one really knows exactly how this 
[brain] works.” Dr. Glasser posits in an institute statement, 
“What is completely missing from the practitioners of the 
medical model when it is used to diagnose mental illness or 
brain disorder, is the ability to prove the existence of brain 
pathology that is much more specific than a neurological 
malfunction. If that pathology or any other pathology cannot 
be found, the medical model breaks down. So far despite 
much searching, no specific pathology has been found. There 
is only the weak, yet-to-be-proven argument that the symp-

toms listed in the DSM-IV could not exist without pa-
thology.” Dr. Glasser has a book entitled Warning: 

Psychiatry can be hazardous to your health. Dr. 
Carlson states, “Psychiatry operates from a 

faulty model by doing lots of harmful things: 
labeling behavior problems and treating them 

with [heavy, untested] medications.” 
In an era of theories of neurotransmitters 

and psychotropic medications being administered rou-
tinely to children and youth, many readers may at this 

point balk, whereas others may shout, “hoorah!” But, to put a 
different spin on this information, here is a listserv posting 
from Kevin Stewart on Drug Abatement Research Discus-
sion (http://www.edc.org/hec/drughied/1218.html):

“Actually, Dr. Bill Glasser (an MD, psychiatrist and 
developer of Choice Theory/Reality Therapy) points out that, 
yes, there are biochemical/neurotransmitter changes in the 
brains' of bi-polar, schizophrenia and etc. However, he posits 
that we choose the behavior of say bi-polar (in the same 
sense that some "choose" to become fearful when they see a 
snake) and it is that behavioral choice or adaptation that is 
the cause or elicitor of the biochemical changes. Therefore, 
through counseling/therapy, if we address the underlying 
behavior (cause) and help the client make better choices, 
then the biochemical/neurotransmitter changes will follow 
naturally, without the need of any medication. It's an interest-
ing discussion and it does come down to cause/effect; does 
abnormal brain chemistry "cause" bi-polar, OR does the cho-
sen/learned behavior of bi-polar cause "abnormal" brain 
chemistry? It is an important distinction, since we all want to 
address the underlying issue and not secondary "symptoms". 
Just my two cents worth.”

(For more information on Dr. Glasser and his schol-
arship, readers may want to link to The William Glasser In-
stitute Home Page at http://www.wglasser.com/) 
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Sustaining both a Career and Health
Next, Dr. Carlson was asked to discuss some of the 

impetus and stamina behind his prolific work. “Having a 
wife and secretary helps… a highly motivated family with 
five children keeps me working… always being fascinated 
by the world... having a lot of friends from a lot of disci-
plines… social networking… I really value people and un-
derstand and appreciate them, so they may feel safer to di-
vulge opportunities.” 

What were some of his more interesting author/
editor experiences? “There are four or five books where we 
interview people. There is Bad Therapy, where psychothera-
pists talk about the worst things they have ever done as a 
practitioner… Mummy at the Dining Room Table was very 
popular. Thirty-two leading therapists discuss the strangest 
cases that ever happened... The Finest Hour contains the 
good stories... In The Client Who Changed Me, therapists 
recount clients who have changed them… In Moved by the 
Spirit, leading people share stories of transformation.”

What led to your interest in Shamanism? “I am 
friends with Brad Keenay, who was really interested in this. 
He offered an opportunity to go to Africa for two weeks to 
live with the Bushmen, an irresistible opportunity. I have 
been interested in alternative healing… I practice meditation 
and running meditation. I go to Thailand, which is 95% Bud-
dhist culture to consult with universities when they will have 
me. I will talk to people in early January in Bangkok about 
Tsunami stress... Our book, American Shaman (with Dr. 
Jeffrey Kottler) focuses on shamans, who are healers in in-
digenous cultures around the world in alternative ways to 
heal. The bushman asked ‘how do you heal people?’ We 
answered, ‘we talk to them.’ The bushmen found that very 
funny. What do they do in a problem? They would dance. 
There are alternative ways to helping people, some are run-
ning/exercise, doing physical things... many of these have 
had the same effects of psychotherapy in espousing better 
concentration of mind and better problem solving.”

How do you practice today? “In many different 
ways… Research states 40% of change is due to a client’s 
strength and assets, 30% is attributed to the relationship be-
tween client and therapist, so I work hard at the relationship 
by showing the client respect as the author of their life and 
show fun and playfulness in working together. 15% is due to 

placebo and Hope, so I play cheerleader that their life can be 
different. It is much more effective to hone all these aspects 
first. [Finally,] 15% is due to therapeutic technique, so I 
choose one that is tailored to the client or the problem or the 
client’s personality and to the available community. We need 
to have a wide repertoire of therapeutic strategies to draw 
from... Every five years in Anaheim, there is a conference 
called the ‘Evolution of Psychotherapy’ [sponsored by the 
Milton H. Erickson Foundation, Inc] where some 8000 peo-
ple attend [it was December 7-11, 2005]. Ellis, Beck, 
Glasser, and Lazarus will be there this year. I will be one of 
the moderators for the conference.”

 What is Dr. Carlson’s driving viewpoint that keeps 
him going as a therapist? “This is rooted in the Adlerian 
viewpoint. The definition of mental health is to get along 
with all the significant people in your life and how one fits 
into the social world, which means that they like themselves, 
they get along with others, they engage in meaningful work, 
they have fun, and there is a purpose in their life.” 

Any wisdom to offer other psychologists? 
“Psychotherapists need to believe in health more than their 
clients do. Therapists need to have healthy lifestyles: eat 
well, sleep, exercise, meditate, read, and grow. We keep 
learning more and more about less and less and then we lose 
sight of the Big Picture and our role in it. Glasser tells the 
story of the Wombus bird that keeps flying in circles and the 
circles get smaller and smaller so that he eventually flies up 
his own asshole and then disappears forever.”

In all your experience and learning in such a wide 
range of psychological perspectives, how has it led you to 
feel more hopefulness about humanity and less hopeless-
ness? “We are all Spiritual People whether we realize it or 
not. We are all on a spiritual quest. We reap what we sow or 
there is the concept of Karma. If all people realized I can 
influence others by the way I treat them, with compassion, 
then the world would be a different place. We need to find 
better ways to solve problems than war. Everything we do 
affects everything else, the butterfly causes an avalanche. 
The journey helps certain things to become clearer and 
clearer.”  

For more information on Dr. Jon Carlson, visit his 
website http://www.joncarlson.org/. 

Did you ever wonder how long an anally retentive 
toddler can literally be so?  How do you know when to use 
reward rather than punishment to change a behavior?  How 
is Bipolar Disorder dramatically different in children than in 
adults? 

Valentins Krecko, M.D., a psychiatrist in private 
practice in Hershey, Pennsylvania answered these questions 
and many more during his presentation to Carroll County 
Public Schools on November 7, 2003.  School Psychologists, 
Pupil Personnel Workers, Guidance Staff and Counselors 
from agencies that service Carroll County students were ad-

dressed by Dr Krecko, recent director of Inpatient Child Psy-
chiatry at Penn State College of Medicine, on the topic of 
Externalizing Disorders.  

Last year Dr. Krecko’s lecture on Internalizing Dis-
orders led to many requests for another presentation due to 
his clear descriptions of disorders in children and his practi-
cal advice on dealing with them.  Dr Krecko covered three 
disorders that are frequently diagnosed in children in our 
schools: Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Conduct Disorder, 
and Bipolar Disorder.  The following are some highlights of 
his discussions on each topic.

Dr. Krecko Explains It All (again), By Carroll County School Psychologists
[Reprinted from Maryland School Psych Association’s Protocol newsletter volume XXV, No.1 (Fall 2004)]
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STAB A TAD is Dr Krecko’s acronym for the eight 
diagnostic criteria for ODD.

S - Spiteful or vindictive
T - Touchy or easily annoyed
A - Angry or resentful
B - Blames others for his mistakes or behavior
A - Argues with adults
T - Temper often lost
A - Annoys others deliberately
D – Defies or deliberately refuses to comply with adult 

requests or rules
Dr Krecko discussed the biological predisposition 

for ODD.  The following characteristics that comprise a  
“difficult temperament “ may make a child more vulnerable 
to developing ODD:
 Low threshold of reactivity
 High intensity of emotional reaction
 Withdrawal tendencies to the new
 Low adaptability
 High activity level
 High frequency of negative mood

Environmental factors that predispose a child to 
ODD are:
 Parents with a strong need for power or control
 Excessive, harsh or inconsistent discipline
 Corporal punishment or physical abuse
 Poor parental supervision
 Lack of parental involvement

The key to effective management of the behavior of 
ODD children is to distinguish between “stop” behaviors or 
behaviors we want to reduce, and “start” behaviors or behav-
iors we want to establish or increase.  According to Dr. 
Krecko the biggest mistake we make with ODD children is 
to treat their opposition as “stop” behavior and to try to 
eradicate it with punishment.  Instead we should try to estab-
lish contingent reinforcement for desired behavior.  For ex-
ample, instead of punishing a child for not completing a re-
quired task, it would be better to reinforce them after they 
have completed it.  (“AFTER you have done your homework 
you may go outside.”)  Try to put a positive spin on behavior 
management of ODD children.  Instead of taking a nickel 
away for not completing work, pay them a nickel for doing 
it.

Dr. Krecko reports that while no medication is 
available to make children compliant, one can treat the co-
morbid conditions that commonly occur with ODD such as 
ADHD, depression or mood lability.  In the classroom the 
following strategies are recommended: 
 Be firm when rules are being challenged.
 Make a long list of behaviors you will choose to ignore 

(for now).
 Remember the 5:1 rule – for every 1 negative remark or 

criticism, give 5 positive statements or compliments. 
 Use behavioral contracts, in class and involving home.
 Be sure that your counter transference isn’t showing (are 

you feeling angry with the child and showing that).
Additional facts of interest about ODD were dis-

cussed.  It effects 2-16% of the population.  About 25% of 
children diagnosed with the disorder may no longer qualify 

for it in several years.  However, in a significant number of 
cases, ODD is the antecedent for Conduct Disorder.  

When a child’s behavior causes serious harm to 
others, a Conduct Disorder (CD) may be present.  According 
to the DSM-IV three or more of the following criteria indi-
cate the presence of a CD:
 Often bullies, threatens or intimidates others
 Often initiates fights
 Has used a weapon
 Has been physically cruel to people 
 Has been physically cruel to animals
 Has stolen while confronting a victim
 Has forced someone into sexual activity
 Has deliberately engaged in fire setting
 Has deliberately destroyed others property
 Has broken into someone else’s house, building or car
 Often lies to con others
 Has stolen items of nontrivial value without confronting 

the victim
 Often out late without permission starting before age 13
 Has run away from home at least twice
 Often truant from school starting before age 13.

Dr Krecko reports that the prognosis for this disor-
der is worse when this diagnosis is given to girl, when it is 
made at a relatively young age, when there is severe aggres-
sion or overtly rather than covertly disruptive behavior.  
While there is no medication for CD, co-morbid conditions 
should be treated.  These are likely to include ADHD, de-
pression, substance abuse, and bipolar disorder.  In the 
school system, these children must be held accountable for 
their behavior.  They have the right to an education, but do 
not have the right to bully or intimidate others.  Conse-
quences for problem behaviors are a key treatment compo-
nent and such programs as Juvenile Probation can be very 
therapeutic.

Bipolar Disorder was Dr. Krecko’s final topic.  He 
related that an important difference between Pediatric Bipo-
lar Disorder and Bipolar Disorder diagnosed in adults is that 
in children, the marked mood swings that are the hallmark of 
the disorder, are not usually present.  Children typically pre-
sent with symptoms that are very similar to ADHD. These 
could include distractibility, increased activity or agitation, 
talkativeness, sleep disturbance, and engaging in risky activi-
ties.  Children with Bipolar Disorder will typically also often 
show such symptoms as flight of ideas, grandiosity and irri-
tability.  Depressive symptoms such as sadness, whining, and 
self-destructiveness may also be present.  He emphasized 
that this diagnosis is difficult to make in children.  
 Dr Krecko explained that Bipolar Disorder is a dis-

order of disregulation in the brain in three domains:  
 Mood  (irritability, sadness, euphoria)
 Cognitive (attention, concentration, distractibility, im-

pulsivity)
 Neurovegatative functions (sleep, appetite, energy, li-

bido)
There is a strong genetic component to Bipolar Dis-

order. Thirty percent of children with Bipolar Disorder have 
a first degree relative with this diagnosis.  The prognosis for 
children is not as optimistic as when the onset occurs in 10



Response to Intervention and Cognitive Processing

The School Psychologist (winter, 2005) contains a series of commentaries by university-types on Response to Interven-
tion and Cognitive Processing. At a recent school psychologists’ staff meeting in Milwaukee Public School, a couple colleagues 
and I debated RTI and Cognitive Processing. Hopefully our comments derived from these articles and our experience will be a 
fun, engaging, and provocative read for you all. 

Thank you, Jenna Schieffer, Ed.S., NCSP

RTI: Is it really all we need?
By Tom Etten

I really like Response to Intervention.  It’s sensible 
and it’s empirical.  Who would argue with giving low 
achievers “empirically based interventions,” and then meas-
uring their performance over time?  I think that’s great, as far 
as it goes.  It’s the next step that gives me a little problem.  
You see, under the new IDEA, if these low achievers fail to 
respond to intervention, if they don’t get better, they’re LD, 
no further assessment needed.  I don’t buy that. I don’t see 
how the Response to Intervention model can meaningfully 
identify Specific Learning Disabilities without any further 
assessment. 

Advocates of Response to Intervention would have 
us believe that the presence or absence of Specific Learning 
Disabilities can be determined solely on the basis of Re-
sponse to Intervention. Furthermore, they maintain that cog-
nitive and intellectual assessments are neither necessary nor 
even useful in the identification of SLD. Legally, they’re 
right. Under the new IDEA, Response to Intervention is now 
an acceptable method for identifying disabilities, including 
SLD.  But just because it’s legal doesn’t mean it’s good 
practice.  And I’m not even sure how legal it is.

It is true that new IDEA does not specifically man-
date intellectual or cognitive assessment for the identification 
of SLD.  However the law does contain language that cannot 
really be satisfied by Response to Intervention. It is clearly 
stated in the law that the use of any single measure or assess-
ment as the sole criterion for determining SLD is not permit-
ted. I think that the sole application of Response to Interven-
tion is, inconsistent with this language. The new IDEA also 
contains procedures for evaluation and determination of 
eligibility that say, among other things, “A variety of assess-
ment tools and strategies are used to gather relevant func-
tional and developmental information about the child and 
The child is assessed in all areas related to the suspected 
disability…”

Is Response to Intervention a variety of assessment 
tools and strategies or is it only one?  The only thing it as-

sesses is achievement so I’d say it was only one. And does 
Response to Intervention assess the child in all areas related 
to the suspected disability?  Well that depends on what all 
the areas related to SLD are. Fortunately, we know what all 
the areas related to SLD are because the new IDEA contains 
this definition.  See what you think.

The term (SLD) means a disorder in one or more of 
the basic psychological processes involved in understanding 
or in using language, spoken or written, that may manifest 
itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, 
write, spell, or do mathematical calculations…

This definition makes it pretty clear to me that there 
are more areas related to SLD than just low achievement.  I 
think this definition calls for more assessment than Response 
to Intervention. Notice that the first thing mentioned in this 
definition is a disorder of the basic psychological processes. 
I don’t see how we can determine that there is a disorder of 
basic psychological processes without doing a comprehen-
sive cognitive assessment. What can we say about a child 
who fails to respond in the Response to Intervention model?  
We can certainly say that they have a significant learning 
problem. What we can’t say is that they have SLD, what 
would be the basis for the diagnosis? 

For quite a few years now SLD has had a problem.  
The problem is over identification.  I wonder if relying solely 
on Response to Intervention would reduce over-
identification or increase it?  I think it would have to increase 
over identification. This is because Response to Intervention 
by itself has no valid or reliable means for differentiating 
SLD from other causes of low achievement. It can tell us if a 
child fails to respond to intervention over time, it cannot tell 
us why. 

The solution to over-identification is to make the 
process more rigorous and systematic.  You don’t increase 
rigor by throwing out standardized testing. And that is espe-
cially true right now in this age when we are learning so 
much about how the brain works and how learning happens. 
We now have things we never had before. We have adequate 
models of brain functions: Luria’s theory, CHC theory, Pass 

adulthood.  The course is generally more chronic and con-
tinuous.  In the school setting, teachers can be helpful in ob-
serving behavioral changes and completing rating scales to 
guide the physician in medication management. Behavior 
modification programs can help, especially when carried 
over into the home.

Dr. Krecko’s presentation was well received by the 
audience.  Of the 32 evaluations returned, about 90% agreed 
or strongly agreed that it evidenced thoughtful planning and 
clearly established outcomes, provided useful information in 

working with or designing interventions for students, and 
provided knowledge and skills needed to affect some posi-
tive change in the performance of one’s job.  “Always pre-
sents relevant information in an entertaining manner” was a 
comment that seems to sum up Dr. Krecko.  We very much 
appreciated him presenting this interesting and informative 
lecture to our group.  Thanks are extended to MSPA for the 
opportunity to have Dr. Krecko present, which was provided 
to us through the MSPA grant.
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Theory. More importantly for us, we now have instruments 
based on these theories.  I mean of course the WJIII, the 
CAS, the new Binet, the new WISC, and the NEPSY.  The 
brain is no longer a black box.  We don’t have to treat it like 
it is. You and I are now capable of doing cognitive assess-
ments that can tell us why children fail to Response to Inter-
vention. Not only can cognitive assessment tell us if it’s 
SLD, it can also tell us what kind of SLD it is.  And that can 
lead to educational planning that is truly individual as the 
label IEP seems to require. What is the sense in walking 
away from the best instruments we’ve ever had when we are 
finally able to do the job right?  And this capability is only 
going to improve in the coming years. Without cognitive 
assessment, without the means to identify true learning dis-
abilities, SLD will lose its meaning and become nothing 
more than a convenient category for low achievers.

I started off by saying I like Response to Interven-
tion and I do like it.  I think the Response to Intervention 
model can make the identification process much better by 
ensuring that children get appropriate intervention prior to a 
formal referral for comprehensive evaluation. It’s a terrific 
pre-referral intervention strategy and that’s the way I’d like 
to see it used. Something tells me that none of this is going 
to matter though.  We’re going to go ahead and do SLD 
evaluations with nothing but Response to Intervention.  It 
seems like we’re committed to it, but like most fads in edu-
cation I expect that this too will pass.  So put your tests aside 
for awhile if you must, but don’t throw them away.  Cogni-
tive assessment will be back.
Response to Commentary above
By Jenna Schieffer

Thank you for your commentary. However, it begs 
a few questions. 

The first is: “Where’s the Beef?”
Cognitive assessments have been around for a long 

time. What have they done?
IQ scores do not predict or set limits on academic 

performance. They do not predict reading performance or 
prognosis. 

Cognitive and perceptual processing approaches 
were rejected in the mid-70s because ample evidence indi-
cated that these measures did NOT produce more accurate 
identification of SLD nor did they improve child outcomes. 
Moreover, identifying ability-achievement discrepancies has 
been out of fashion in the research community since the 70’s. 
And now, there is still NO substantial body of evidence that 
cognitive processing domains and measures improve SLD 
identification, control prevalence, translate into more effec-
tive instruction, or improve prediction of the outcomes of 
interventions. 

Absent such evidence, benefits from cognitive and 
perceptual processing practices to children are ephemeral. 
What evidence-based interventions link to IQ scores?

“What’s his beef about?”
Response to Instruction is an integral part to a 

school-wide problem solving delivery approach whereby one 
develops and implements effective interventions at the fol-
lowing three levels: 

1. Screening and Primary Intervention, 

2. Assessing Response to Instruction during Team-
Based Problem Solving, and 
3. Appraising the Extent of Academic Deficiency 
and Evaluating the Need for Specially Designed 
Instruction. 

RTI has never been advertised as the ONLY com-
ponent of an evaluation. A comprehensive evaluation in-
cludes the following: 

1. Measures and domains from psychometric tests 
would be chosen that have a relationship to child 
outcomes. If a child is struggling in reading, a read
ing achievement test would be given. 
2. A variety of tools and strategies are used to 
gather relevant functional and developmental infor
mation about the child and the child is screened in 
the domains of health, vision, hearing, social and 
emotional status, general intelligence, academic 
performance, communicative status, and motor 
abilities. In-depth expensive assessments are re
quired only if indicated by the screening informa
tion. 
3. Direct measurement of achievement, behavior, 
and the instructional environment provides measure
able and changeable data of aspects of the instruct
tional environment that are related to child out
comes. 

“What’s my beef with you?”
The RTI orientation has no desire to address the 

problems that have plagued the SLD field, because nasal 
gazing has no value for the child. 

The distinction between disability categories is 
NOT educationally meaningful. 

We see NO differences in prognosis, rates of pro-
gress, response to instruction and educational need between 
categories. 

There is NO empirical evidence to support these 
distinctions. 

NO differences are noted in educational need be-
tween categories. 

Categorization uses extensive resources that would 
better be used for interventions. 

Some significant proportion of children who are or 
might be identified as SLD may be more accurately charac-
terized as “instructional casualties.” 

Many of these children “learn to be learning dis-
abled” because they are not exposed to early fundamental 
literacy skills, e.g. phonemic awareness, print concepts, let-
ter-sound correspondence. 

Moreover, many are exposed to marginally effec-
tive general education reading curricula and instruction that 
have either not been scientifically validated or that are imple-
mented with poor integrity. 

Focusing only on the child, as often is the case with 
comprehensive evaluation using cognitive processing as the 
core, leads to missing these extremely important factors. 
In the end, we all are accountable for the child outcomes 
associated with our services. 

The future of school psychology will be bright if we 12



lead the development of practices that produce positive out-
comes for children. The litmus test in our practice is child 
outcomes. 
Support for RTI from a seasoned school psychologist’s 
perspective
By Tom Stuart

In an article entitled “Comprehensive evaluation of 
learning disabilities: A response to intervention perspec-
tive” (The School Psychologist, Winter, 2005), Frank 
Gresham, Daniel Reschly, David Prasse, and a lot of others 
replied to the American Academy of School Psychology and 
its contention that a comprehensive assessment of SLD may 
not be needed because of the changes to IDEA. The concerns 
of the AASP center on the LEA “not being required to take 
into consideration whether a child has a severe discrepancy 
between achievement and intellectual ability” in the identifi-
cation of SLD. And that a local educational agency “may use 
a process that determines of the child responds to scientific, 
research-based intervention as part of the evaluation proc-
ess.”

What?!! NO IQ?!! WJ-III NOT NEEDED!!! 
BLASPHEMY!! A POX ON THE TRAITEROUS HERIT-
ICS CHANGING THE RULES!!!!!!! Oh wait, I am on 
THEIR side. 

What the folks at AASP seem to be really rattled 
and roiled about is that evaluations may now not need to 
include tests of cognitive ability or perceptual processes and, 
in their eyes, this would mean that a comprehensive evalua-
tion would not or could not take place for the child. And they 
do this in spite of the paucity of evidence that cognitive proc-
essing measures are needed for SLD identification. 

What the learned authors of the response cited ear-
lier state is that “RTI along with a problem solving process, 
operationalizes disability in part by documented slow rate of 
learning and large differences from age or grade expectations 
even though high quality, scientifically based interventions 
are provided for the student.” Got that? What is the child’s 
rate of response to high quality interventions? What are we 
doing to help the child? It asks the tough question of WHAT 
DO WE DO IF THE CHILD IS NOT LEARNING?

Further, IDEA and its predecessor the Education of 
the Handicapped Act (1975) have never required the assess-
ment of cognitive or perceptual processes as part of SLD 
eligibility. The discrepancy formula, some of us remember 
the Bond-Tinker or Tinker Bell or whatever, was added in 
the eleventh hour just before the publishing deadline of the 
Act. This was hastily added, in spite of intense debate and 
controversy. This produced a definition which ignored psy-
chological processing and emphasized intellectual function-
ing and achievement in classification criteria. Actually, ac-
cording to the authors, cognitive and perceptual processing 
deficits were REJECTED in 1975 because of lack of evi-
dence that they DID NOT produce accurate identification of 
SLD. The discrepancy criterion was added in 1977 for same 
reasons stated before.

SO, JUST WHAT DOES A COMPREHENSIVE 
EVALUATION LOOK LIKE NOW? To counteract RTI, 
AASP says it is not an evaluation which uses RTI as its “sole 
criteria” but it is one which uses standardized, norm refer-
enced measures of cognitive ability and academic achieve-

ment as an important part of an LD diagnosis. Well, these 
nattering nabobs of negativism are half right. Advocates of 
RTI would not use it as a sole criterion for SLD. Advocates 
of RTI stress using a variety of assessment tools and strate-
gies to gather relevant, functional, and developmental infor-
mation on a child. And, it does advocate that the child is as-
sessed in all areas related to the suspected disability. Sound 
familiar? These statements are in the section of IDEA deal-
ing with SLD (Section 614(b)(6)).

So, absent of substantial evidence of cognitive as-
sessment results translating into more effective means of 
instruction or improving the outcomes of interventions, what 
is left for us to do? Glad you asked… “Direct measurement 
of achievement, behavior, and the instructional environment 
are the core foci of a comprehensive evaluation of SLD.” 
Achievement, behavior, and the instructional environment 
are spotlighted because we need to be concerned with the 
assessment of measurable, changeable and observable as-
pects of the instructional environment which are related to 
child outcomes. An ecological perspective which focuses on 
the child AND instruction AND past experience AND cur-
rent class placement AND past instructional practices. Along 
with any other relevant factors which may hinder progress or 
enhance development, RTI would determine the child’s cur-
rent skill level, differentiate between acquisition versus per-
formance deficits and work with teachers in applying effec-
tive interventions to improve academic performance. 

What a concept!!! Focus on “teachable skills” in-
stead of cognitive processing deficits. “Compare data from a 
wide variety of sources across multiple settings to inform 
decision making.” Use “direct measurement of instructional 
interventions delivered in the general education classroom.”

A disability would now be characterized as all of 
the following: a low level of performance in a relevant do-
main in relation to peers, slow growth rates despite high 
quality, scientifically based interventions, documented ad-
verse impact on educational performance, documented need 
for special education, and exit criteria defining goals for the 
special education program.

What do we do with 27 years of WISC, BINET, and 
WJ-III data? Is it useless? Have we been wrong? Do we now 
retire our DAS, CAS, and the rest to the musty shelves in 
some long forgotten warehouse basement along with the 
DIAL, SOMPA, and ITPA? Naw, no, nope… It was best 
practice. However, we now have an option to practice better 
due to changes in IDEA.

Alan Kaufman stated in a workshop at the 2004 
NASP convention, “…the [fate of] traditional IQ test and the 
newer breed of theory-based cognitive measures, as well as 
the nature of clinical practice in general hangs in the bal-
ance.” A dire prediction, indeed. We may not do as much 
cognitive processing testing or IQ testing, however, we may, 
as Reschly stated in the 2/2005 Communique, “devote more 
time to problem solving consultation and direct interventions 
with individual and groups of children.” Is there still room 
for the WISC-IV in my work with kids? According to Re-
schly, the diversity “in theoretical orientations reflected 
throughout the school psychology infrastructure” will not let 
a single theoretical orientation “overwhelm” the practice of 
school psychology. He said yes. I agree. 13



Early Literacy Movement
School Psychologists and Early Literacy

By Steven R. Pence and Katherine L. Tumaneng
Note: This article is a condensation of a paper by the authors for a class in the School Psychology Program at UW-Whitewater.

Literacy is necessary in our society for many rea-
sons. Knowing how to read is important for learning other 
academic areas (Rabinowitz, Wong, & Filby, 2002). In addi-
tion, literacy is important for achieving social power, secur-
ing employment, demonstrating effective communication, 
and sharing cultural heritage (Rivalland, 1999). Moreover, 
those who know how to read are in a better position to ana-
lyze information created by the media. Literacy, overall, 
provides better opportunities for all children. 

Even though reading is an essential part of our cul-
ture, an astounding 36% of fourth graders are performing 
below the basic reading achievement level (National Center 
for Educational Statistics [NCES], 2005). Many students are 
failing to read at the age-appropriate levels. About 66% of 
high school students in special education are behind in read-
ing by at least three grade levels; 20% are behind at least five 
grade levels (Reading Rockets, 2005). Clearly, the rates of 
illiteracy in this country are worrisome. Reading is a public 
health issue that should concern all who are responsible for 
the well being of children including teachers, parents, school 
personnel, government officials, policy makers, and commu-
nity members (Rivalland, 1999). It is important that children 
are provided the environment necessary to pro-
mote literacy. School psychologists are key to 
the success of children’s literacy because they 
help teachers, parents, and the communities utilize 
a data-based approach in determining the best 
methods for learning to read. This is especially true 
since the Reading First Initiative created by the No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) requires that teachers’ 
instruction programs be based on sound scientific 
reading research (U.S. Department of Education, 
2002).

Recently, an emphasis has been placed on early 
literacy. NCLB now requires that children demonstrate read-
ing proficiency by the third grade (U.S. Department of Edu-
cation, 2002). According to Rabinowitz et al. (2002), those 
who do not know how to read by this time are more likely to 
have reading problems throughout their education, do poorly 
in other academic areas, and eventually drop out of school. 
In addition, children who have difficulty reading in the later 
grades are more difficult to remediate than children who 
have difficulty in the earlier grades (Reading Rockets, 2005). 
When a child’s reading problem is not discovered until the 
later grades, he or she is typically much farther behind the 
other students than if he or she were discovered at the earlier 
grades. Kindergarten and first grade are the best time to dis-
cover literacy problems (Rabinowitz et al., 2002). After that 
time, it is more difficult to correct serious problems. 

Students most at-risk for failing to learn to read are 
children of low SES, nonwhite, and nonnative speakers of 
English (Regalado et al., 2001). According to the NCES 
(2005), 68% of African American, 54% of Hispanics, and 

52% of Native American fourth graders are reading below 
basic skill level. At the same time, the percent of European 
American fourth graders reading below skill level is 24% 
and Asian American is 27%. Risk factors associated with 
SES include attending ineffective schools and low language 
and literacy levels at home. Additionally, children with lan-
guage problems and cognitive or sensory limitations are also 
at-risk for failing to learn how to read (Regalado et al., 
2001). For example, a student with a hearing impairment 
may have more difficulty in phonological awareness and 
therefore, have a more difficult time learning to read

Therefore, schools should identify the students who 
are at-risk for or who have reading problems early on and 
then intervene so that they can be reading at an appropriate 
level. In order to improve literacy outcomes, a quality early 
experience in reading skills is essential. School psychologists 
must be aware of what is important to a successful early lit-
eracy program.
How Does a Child Become Literate?

It is important for school psychologists to under-
stand how literacy develops. Reading is not a natural ability 
(Lyon, 1999). Unlike oral language, which is developed 

naturally, literacy is a lengthy process that is facili-
tated through systematic and explicit instruction. The 
process of learning to read begins even before the 

child enrolls in school through early language and 
literacy interactions which help to develop oral 
vocabulary, print awareness, and an understand-
ing of the goals of reading. Print awareness is the 
understanding that spoken words can be written 
as symbols (National Institute of Child Health and 
Human Development [NICHD], 2000). Oral read-

ing and language play, which includes rhyming, aid 
in the development of phonemic awareness (Lyon, 1999). 
Language development in general is important because there 
is evidence that it is tied to reading development (Regalado 
et al., 2001). 

Phonemic awareness is a strong predictor of the 
ability to learn how to read in the early grades (NICHD, 
2000). Phonemic awareness is the understanding that sounds 
made through oral language are made up of smaller units of 
sound called phonemes (Lyon, 1999). Understanding pho-
nemes is difficult because it is hard to hear the separate 
sounds. For example, the word “cat” is composed of three 
phonemes (c/a/t); however, only one sound is heard. In order 
to learn to read, children must be able to recognize that 
words are broken down into phonemes, which on paper are 
represented by letters. 

The alphabetic principle is also important for the 
development of reading skills (Lyon, 1999; Regalado et al., 
2001). When learning to read, a person must develop the 
concept that letters represent sounds. The English alphabet is 
more complex than other languages (e.g., Spanish) in which 14



words sound exactly as they are spelled (Regalado et al., 
2001). In fact, the English alphabet has about 44 different 
phonemes but only 26 letters (Lyon, 1999). Letters can make 
different phonemes (e.g., “c” in “cat” and “since”). Others 
have retained their historic spelling (e.g., “gh” in “laugh”). 
Combining these sounds or letters makes words. The alpha-
betic principle is necessary for the development of decoding 
and word reading skills. Both phonemic awareness and the 
alphabetic principle must be practiced consistently so that 
eventually these may become more accurate, fluent, and 
automatic in order to be able to read with comprehension, 
which is the ultimate purpose of literacy. 

Reading comprehension allows the reader to under-
stand what the text is conveying (Lyon, 1999). Important to 
this concept is having relevant background knowledge. This 
is gained increasingly through different experiences and ex-
posure to various types of information. Reading comprehen-
sion is dependent on the acquisition of a large vocabulary 
and reading comprehension strategies (i.e., summarization, 
clarification, prediction, and inference). All of these skills 
(phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle, word reading 
accuracy and fluency, vocabulary, and reading comprehen-
sion strategies) are necessary for learning to read suc-
cessfully. The more opportunities that emergent read-
ers have to learn to read and practice reading skills 
at an early age, the more successful they will be. 

Children who are skilled readers typi-
cally had numerous experiences with written 
text, were read to frequently, were exposed to a 
variety of texts, and were able to discover the 
meaning of texts with support (Rivalland, 1999). 
In addition, an environment that encourages reading 
and provides materials for learning to read is helpful 
for skilled reading (Regalado et al., 2001). According to 
Byrnes (2001), there are many factors that distinguish skilled 
readers from poor readers. Skilled readers recognize words 
automatically, use prior knowledge and vocabulary to com-
prehend text and draw inferences, and can monitor their own 
understanding. In addition, skilled readers can understand the 
meaning of many written words, have phonological aware-
ness, and utilize various reading comprehension strategies. 
Skilled readers are also more likely to read on a regular ba-
sis, possibly because they simply chose to. 

According to Lyon (1999), 17-20% of children have 
a reading disability. Genetics have been explored as a possi-
ble cause of these types of disabilities. Children with phone-
mic awareness deficits are more likely to have parents or 
siblings with a phonemic awareness deficit than children 
without those deficits. Additionally, neurobiological differ-
ences have been discovered in the temporo-parieto-occipital 
neural regions between people with reading difficulties com-
pared to those without. Whether reading difficulties are a 
result of genes, neurobiology, or environment, it is important 
that school psychologists recognize the students who are 
having difficulties early and provide services as soon as pos-
sible.
The Role of School Psychologists

The early literacy movement that has been driven 
by legislature and research rests the primary responsibility of 
teaching children how to read onto the schools. Schools are 

required to show progress toward having every student be 
able to read (U.S. Department of Education, 2005). School 
psychologists have the opportunity to actively contribute in 
this endeavor. As a primary advocate for the child, school 
psychologists have a responsibility to ensure that schools 
provide an appropriate education. This means that school 
psychologists are to promote empirically driven assessment, 
intervention, and collaboration among school personnel, par-
ents, and the community. By doing this, schools can provide 
children with the skills they need to succeed (Reading Rock-
ets, 2005).

School psychologists can advocate for empirically-
based assessments so that schools can determine their status 
of progress and identify students who are not meeting stan-
dards. Schools should monitor the progress of their instruc-
tion and the achievement of their students. This will identify 
students who are at-risk for not meeting the “high stakes” 
standard and help determine whether the discrepancy is due 
to the curriculum or the level of instruction. Progress moni-
toring needs to be performed at all levels, particularly pre-k 
and kindergarten grades (National Research Council, 1998). 
The assessments performed at these levels need to be linked 

with appropriate interventions that target the areas of defi-
ciency. 

An effective way to progress monitor 
students is through curriculum-based measures. 

Curriculum-based measurement (CBM) is an 
assessment that is standardized so comparisons can 

be made between students (Good III, Gruba, & 
Kaminski, 2002). Two CBMs that are quickly building 

strong empirical support as measures for early literacy 
skills are Individual Growth and Development Indicator 

(IGDI; University of Minnesota, 2005) and Dynamic Indi-
cators for Basic Early Literacy (DIBELS; Blom-Hoffman, 
Dwyer, Clarke, & Power, 2002; University of Oregon Center 
on Teaching and Learning, 2005). IGDI is an assessment tool 
for children between 30 months and 6 years and identifies 
their skill levels in picture vocabulary, rhyming, and allitera-
tion. DIBELS assesses children between kindergarten and 6th

grade in phonological awareness, segmentation, letter nam-
ing, blending, and reading fluency. These measures are con-
sidered sensitive, valid, and reliable to their constructs of 
interest (Casey & Howe, 2002; Good III et al., 2002). 
DIBELS has been norm-referenced and has preset bench-
marks to identify children who are at-risk for experiencing 
future reading problems. Because they are norm-referenced, 
schools can identify discrepancies between student and class-
room results and the general population. Discrepancies can 
then be linked to specific empirically supported interventions 
and progress monitored to determine the effectiveness of the 
intervention. These assessment tools aid in the early identifi-
cation of children at-risk for literacy difficulties and subse-
quently, early intervention.

School psychologists can use the results of the as-
sessments to help teachers place students in curriculum-
appropriate groups. Interventions should be multi-tiered and 
place children in flexible groups that meet their particular 
needs. The primary general education intervention group 
should use an embedded-explicit instruction that teaches 
important skills in a meaningful context (Justice & 15



Kaderavek, 2004; Reading Rockets, 2005). The children 
with more severe reading difficulties will need a more inten-
sive instruction that emphasizes the basic skills in a small 
teacher-student ratio group (National Research Council, 
1998; Nelson, 2005; Reading Rockets, 2005). Once children 
learn the skills in one group they should then be able to pro-
gress to the next group, until they are completely a part of 
the primary intervention group. To lessen the instructional 
placement burden, school psychologists should instruct 
teachers how to conduct the assessments and encourage their 
continuous use (Casey & Howe, 2002).

The importance of early attainment of literacy skills 
gives school psychologists a responsibility to ensure children 
are receiving appropriate data-based curriculum and instruc-
tion that target critical literacy skills early in education. 
School psychologists should encourage administrators to 
adopt curricula that best address literacy skills. Curriculum 
in early grades should stress oral language, print awareness, 
phonemic awareness, and vocabulary (National Research 
Council, 1998; Reading Rockets, 2005). Literacy skills 
should be embedded into all curricula throughout the school 
day in addition to explicit teaching (Justice & Kaderavek, 
2004; Manset-Williamson, St. John, Hu, & Gordon, 2002). 
Curriculum should be made meaningful by showing children 
the usefulness and importance of literacy (Casey & Howe, 
2002; National Research Council, 1998). 

Additionally, school psychologists can help teach-
ers alter instruction to the needs of the students. School psy-
chologists can offer resources for empirically supported in-
structional techniques to teachers that provide for early liter-
acy skills (e.g., Embedded-Explicit Emergent Literacy Inter-
vention; Justice & Kaderavek, 2004). All teaching instruc-
tion should be a combination of the two primary literacy 
pedagogies, whole-language and phonemic awareness. In-
struction should begin as primarily explicit instruction of the 
fundamental skills and have meaningful text integrated into 
the teaching. As students gain greater fluency in the skills, 
the instruction should shift to become more based in mean-
ingful text. Group size, time allotment, and amount of ex-
plicit instruction should all vary depending on the skill level 
of the group (Casey & Howe, 2002; Manset-Williamson et 
al., 2002). More severe literacy difficulties need smaller 
groups, more time allotted for instruction, and more explicit 
instruction. Children who have been identified with learning 
disabilities or speech and language difficulties will exhibit 
the greatest gains if they receive early and intensive interven-
tions (National Research Council, 1998; Nelson, 2005).  
School psychologists can help schools identify 
which intervention programs are research-driven 
and best suit the needs of the children in their 
school and which may permit additional funding 
through the Reading First Initiative of NCLB (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2002).

School psychologists can support collabo-
ration among school personnel, parents, and the 
community. Collaboration within the school con-
solidates resources and shares expertise that will 
help provide the best education to the most stu-
dents with limited amounts of funding (Manset-
Williamson et al., 2002). This is crucial since 

many classrooms are highly heterogeneous and would be 
extremely difficult for one teacher to effectively instruct 
every child in the classroom. Trained teacher aides and read-
ing specialists can play an important role in reducing the 
instructional demands placed on the classroom teacher 
(Justice & Kaderavek, 2004). These professionals can pro-
vide explicit instruction directly to students at-risk in small 
groups and aid the classroom teacher with embedded instruc-
tion to the whole class. 

School psychologists can encourage parental in-
volvement as early as possible in their children’s literacy 
development (Reading Rockets, 2005). Parents can offer 
their children the most intensive therapy available (i.e., indi-
vidualized training; Manset-Williamson et al., 2002). Parents 
can have the most influence if they begin working with their 
children prior to school entrance. First, parents should be 
encouraged to regularly communicate with their children. 
They can help their child with rhyming, phonemic segmenta-
tion and blending, and print awareness (National Institute for 
Literacy [NIFL], 2000). School psychologists can offer pos-
sible activities for parents to do (e.g., Young, 2005). Parents 
can also help by reading frequently to their children, have 
their children read to them, and talk with them about what 
was read, a technique known as dialogic reading (NIFL, 
2000). Dialogic reading can help children gain reading com-
prehension skills (National Research Council, 1998). School 
psychologists can inform parents how children learn to read 
and help motivate their children by encouraging them to 
adopt positive attitudes about reading. The sooner parents 
can give their children opportunities to gain literacy skills, 
the more prepared their children will be for school instruc-
tion. Helping parents gain access to a local library or guiding 
them to re-sale bookstores might be possible methods of 
encouraging parents to provide their child with many oppor-
tunities to interact with print in order to increase print aware-
ness. School psychologists can also inform parents of early 
intervention programs offered by the community (e.g., Head 
Start; HHS, 2005). Partaking in community interventions 
may help reduce the burden of teaching fundamental skills to 
children of at-risk families. 

School psychologists can generate general interest 
and public awareness around early literacy (Casey & Howe, 
2002). By informing the public of early literacy, the commu-
nity will be able to increase involvement and may offer more 
opportunities for children to develop critical literacy skills. 
More funding may be offered to literacy initiatives. Commu-
nity professionals, e.g., pediatricians or social workers, may 

become more involved in identifying literacy diffi-
culties, thus easing the process for the schools. 
Also, increasing general interest in early literacy 
may encourage more collaboration between ser-
vices, schools, and families. School psychologists 
can generate this type of interest and awareness by 
offering community workshops or by collaborating 
with organizations that emphasize literacy develop-
ment (National Research Council, 1998).

Literacy development is critical for suc-
cess in American culture. Literacy builds upon it-
self, meaning that basic literacy skills (e.g., phon-
ics) must be acquired before more complex skills 16



(comprehension) can be obtained. The older children be-
come, the more difficult it is for them to learn the fundamen-
tal skills to literacy. Time is an enemy, which means inter-
vention must begin as early as possible. School psychologists 
have a crucial role in promoting early literacy development 
in children by advocating for empirically driven assessment 
and intervention strategies that may stimulate literacy devel-
opment and supporting collaboration among school person-
nel, parents, and the community.
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WSPA Survey of School Psychologists 2005: Response to Intervention
by John Humphries, MSE, NCSP, WI DPI

This is the third and final article describing the re-
sults of WSPA’s 2005 Survey of School Psychologists. 
Please refer to previous articles for information about the 
sample size and other demographic issues. This article will 
focus on the issue of RTI and how school psychologists in 
Wisconsin are responding to the change in federal law.

First, a majority of school psychologists (anywhere 
from 70-90%) are very willing to play various roles in an 
RTI System, including team leadership, selecting interven-
tions, collecting and analyzing data, and monitoring inter-
ventions. Only about 30% of psychologists would be com-
fortable directly implementing interventions, which makes 
sense—we don’t want to be reading teachers. Respondents 
had the option of providing an open-ended response to this 
and the following questions. For this question, a common 
answer was that they wanted more training before they felt 
comfortable playing any role.

A couple of technical questions revealed the belief 
that 2 or 3 intervention cycles should be used before a stu-
dent’s response is considered inadequate, and that interven-
tions should last at least 3 weeks and up to 10 weeks. The 
open responses to this last question had some interesting 
ideas, from “A year,” to “Individually determined,” to “More 
for behavioral than academic.” One respondent was obvi-
ously well versed in RTI, “each intervention should last as 
long as it takes to collect 9-12 data points.  This depends on 
the intervention.  Behavioral data may only take a few 
weeks, but a reading intervention should take 9+.”

Now, for the big issue, “When RTI is implemented, 
which evaluation methods for Specific Learning Disabilities 
should be retained?” 90% of respondents said that classroom 
observations should continue. Two-thirds of respondents also 
wanted to maintain the exclusionary factors, while about 
three-fourths wanted to continue academic achievement test-
ing. However, the big news is about use of individual, stan-
dardized assessment. 64% want to assess information proc-
essing via direct assessment like the WISC-IV or WJ-III. 
About half of respondents want to continue direct IQ assess-
ment and half want to assess information processing via 

checklist or survey as we do currently. 
With regard to successful implementation of RTI, 

the main barriers for psychologists included the following: 
80% were concerned about maintaining treatment integrity. 
Resistance from classroom teachers (76%), special education 
teachers (31%), and parents (15%) were also significant con-
cerns. It’s interesting to note that psychologists believe par-
ents will be more receptive than teachers to this new system. 
Other staff lacking technical skills was a concern for many 
respondents (59%). Another large concern was over the lack 
of availability of universal interventions for academic prob-
lems (63%). The “other responses” to this question included 
a lack of resources, lack of leadership support, and lack of 
time to “do it right.”

The final question regarding RTI had to do with 
training needs. Most (67%) psychologists selected 
“Understanding and selecting scientific, research-based in-
terventions” as their main training need. The second most 
common needs (about 45% each) were, “Implementing inter-
ventions,” and “Monitoring intervention integrity.” In third 
place (about 37%) were, “Collecting outcome data,” and, 
“Analyzing outcome data.” Finally, 44% of respondents 
chose “Team leadership” as their 4th choice.

In summary, there is some interesting commonality 
in how we perceive RTI in Wisconsin and what our role 
should be in this new system. The continued use of IQ tests 
is one particularly interesting area: 2/3 of respondents want 
to continue to use tests like the WISC, but rather than assess-
ing IQ, use them to assess information processing. The main 
concern here appears to be a lack of ability to project a goal 
for a student without an estimate of what the IEP Team can 
expect based on the student’s information processing skill. 
Respondents were also quite consistent in their apparent 
willingness to select, analyze, and collect data about inter-
ventions. I’m certain that these responses will inform and 
support the work of WSPA’s RTI Position Statement task 
force as well as the task force at DPI. Feel free to contact me 
for the entire data set.
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Wisconsin School Psychologist Association  2006 Spring Convention

Wednesday, February 22nd
7:00 P.M. WSPA Executive Board Meeting

Thursday, February 23rd
7:30-8:30 Registration
Keynote is “The Neuropsychological Basis of Read

ing Disorders & Research Based Interventions” 
with Steve Feifer, D. Ed., NCSP, ABSNP

Poster Session
Student Session: How to Find a Great Internship

Thursday Night Entertainment Highlights: What does 
your future hold? Come find out by having your very own 
palm reading, tarot card reading, or crystal ball reading. * 
Enjoy a night of dancing and karaoke with our DJ from 8:00-
midnight sponsored by Harcourt Assessment/PsychCorp.  
There will also be a cash bar.

Friday, February 24th
 Breakfast with John Humphries, MSE,         NCSP
 Trainers Meeting

Other Information of Interest:  Graduate Credit has been 
applied for through Viterbo University. Cost is $105 payable 
to WSPA, Inc. at the convention.  WSPA is approved by the 
APA to offer continuing education credits for psychologists. 
WSPA maintains responsibility for the program & requires 
full attendance of a sectional for credit. Cost is $15.00 pay-
able at the convention.

Hotel Mead & Conference Center
451 East Grand Avenue, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
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